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What do Vladimir Nabokov, Frida Kahlo and Ted Kennedy have in common? (You know, except for the fact that they are all dead and each has created their share of controversy.) All have new books, just published or upcoming, that will soon not be downloadable. E-books are a small but growing part of the publishing business. Wholesale revenues for U.S. publishers have
increased every quarter over the past seven years over the past seven years and reached nearly $40 million at the end of June 2009, according to the International Digital Publishers Forum. But traditional publishing is a company that is often reactive, according to one industry insider, even with titles that are sure to upset sales. For now, the Kennedys, Kahlo and Nabok's
publishers are digging into their heels and sticking to their old-school hand-turning guns. This will hold off digital distribution, despite the growing popularity and profitability of e-books (and Jeff Bezos's aggressive insights that every book would ever be printed, in any language, all available in under 60 seconds on a Kindle.) Frida FrenzyThere has no plans to publish the e-book
Search Frida Kahlo, a 256-page heavy cover lavishly illustrated by recently discovered cache drawings, diary entries, clothing and more. The book drew strong opinions on both sides about the authenticity of the subjects, says Katharine Myers, director of advertising and marketing for Princeton Architectural Press, which published the book. The personal effects of the Mexican
super-set are breaking academics and curators against each other. Hilda Trujillo Soto, adjunct director of the Frida Kahlo Museum in Mexico City, thinks that The Title and the Text trick people who buy the book in good faith think it's Frida, says the Times. The publisher is cynical. They spread fakes frida kahlo, he adds. Not everyone is in a hurry. Paula Frosch of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art wrote for the Book Newspaper that the author of barbara levine is particularly sensitive to the fragments of life that one accumulates and how others can interpret them. In a very personal essay, the author shows the revelations about this enigmatic artist brought by diaries, recipes, sketches and letters, as well as a starchy series of images of techniques used to
amputate the leg. Not aludie on the possibility that they didn't belong Kahlu.Ne regardless of whether the stuffed hummingbirds and signatures are real or false, for Princeton Architectural Press it's a fairly straightforward decision not to offer a digital edition. 95 per cent of our titles are not suitable for [e-reading devices] because they are pictorially heavy and have a lot of color,
explains Myers. You can't get a full experience digitally, he adds, adding, We're sorely awaiting the color version of Kindle. Touting Tradition for Teddy Jonathan Karp, publisher and editor-in-chief of TWELVE, imprint The Hachette Book Group spoke vocally for at least some time about its efforts to preserve the true compass, Kennedy's memoir, in traditional book form. In an email
interview with Fast Company, he stuck close to a story he offered to The Associated Press. It was always our intention to first publish the hardcover edition of True Compass. We worked hard to produce the elegant hardcover edition of True Compass, with more than 100 pages of photographs, including Senator Kennedy's original artwork. Some of the photos are full of color and
the pages have deckle-edging, which, for the unimple, produces that lovely neeko ripple. Karp also noticed that TWELVE's business plan was before the ebooks arrived. Our philosophy as a print is to publish each book separately. The e-book edition of another of our recent titles, Nurtureshock by Bronson and Ashley Merryman, has been a consistent bestseler on Amazon. So
there is no dogmatic policy here. Kennedy's book is reliable. Just for heft, wouldn't the book benefit the digital format, especially since some of the senator's fans might be at an age when it's increasingly uncomfortable to keep big books for an extended period of time? Karp says: The e-book will eventually be made available, and for this title it should be the hard diskover first
format. Nabokov's strange narrative was never meant to be seen by the light of day. Vladimir Nabokov's last novel, known as the Laura original, was handwritten on 138 index cards. Nabokov instructed his wife to destroy her at the time of his death because she was incomplete, but the sentiment prevented her from following his wishes. The cards were passed on to Nabok's son,
Dmitry, when his mother died, leaving him with the same dilemma: to share his father's final literary punch possible with the rest of the world, or to put him on fire. NPR reports that after a 30-year struggle, Dmitri Nabokov decided to share. I came to a very clear conclusion, says Nabokov, imagining my father, with a zealous smile, in a calmer and happier moment, saying, Well,
you're here in a real wreck–go ahead and publish. Have fun. Knopf released the book in November, but since no one could agree on the order of the narrative (Nabokov left no instructions, nor did he number the charts), fellow artistic director and design heavyweight Chip Kidd devised a compromise. The book will have perforated facsimile reproductions of cards that can be struck
and shuffled as the reader wishes. Although Lolita has been friendly to more than one group of fanatical activists to ban books, you won't find her, or Laura, in the digital version in a while soon. For Lolita, the question may be who owns the electronic rights. For The Original of Laura Paul Bogaards, executive director of advertising at Knopf Doubleday Group, says there are no
plans to publish the e-book because it would discourage unique design. The design is an integral part of the Book. As a publisher, we wanted to be as loyal as possible to the original. Bogaards lists specific production elements such as paper with heasy weight, jacket, and quality weave-all that add up a common experience for the reader. When people see the book and hold it,
they'll understand, he points out. UPDATE**The palinformer's palinformer governor, Sarah Palin, wrote memoirs that hit the bestseller list before it hit stores. Going Rogue, scheduled for release in November, is at the top of the charts at both Barnes & Noble and Amazon, according to The Associated Press. Once again, however, the publisher decided to wait before the digital
release. E-readers won't have to wait long, the Wall Street Journal reported that on December 26, the e-book will be offered by HarperCollins, Palin's publisher. So now you're interested in Audio, but you might be wondering how to buy books on Audio and then transfer audiobook titles to your devices. There are several ways to buy audiobooks, including: On the Amazon Audio
AppVia by purchasing an Amazon audiobook directly by adding an audio narrative to one of your Kindle books If you're an audio subscriber, you're notified when you've been charged and therefore credits are available. You can then start adding the books you want to add to your audio wish list. As Amazon wish lists, there is no limit to the number of items you can collect, although
unlike Amazon, you can only have one list on audible. Your wish list is separate from Amazon's wish lists. However, you can place the same address on both sides. Amazon prevents you from buying a book you already have in your Audio Library. When browsing the details of the book, you'll see the price in addition to the cost of buying with credits. Although the cost of buying
credit card books may vary, you can get all the books with one credit. To buy a book on The Sound: When you browse the list, select Add to Cart next to one or more books you want. Alternatively, if you're looking for book details, you can choose Buy Now for $xx.xx, which will direct you to pay for just that book. To see the books you've added, select the cart at the top of the page.
In your cart, if you have credits available, Audible first uses them to cover your purchase. If they are not enough, you will see the subtotal that is needed to buy the remaining items. You can choose which books use the credits and for which you will pay in cash. First, make sure you use your credit on the most expensive books. Select Continue to confirm to buy. Review the order
on the next page. Make sure everything is correct and select Finish purchase or select Edit Items to return and make changes. When you're done buying a new book, you're landing on a page that confirms your success. New books are available for download in the library. Buy books using The audio app is just as simple as using a website and follows similar steps. These steps
apply to the Audible app for Windows, Android, and iOS. Select a book from the store or wish list, and then tap Buy now for $xx.xx to buy the book individually because there's no cart in the app. Alternately tap the x credits available to buy using any credits you may have. This option is gray if you don't have credit. On the screen that appears, select Confirm purchase. When a
purchase occurs, a confirmation screen appears. In the Audio Android app and iOS app, tap View in your library to jump to a book in your library where you can download it. The version of Windows does not have this option. Buying books in audio format through Amazon's website is included as one of the format options, alongside others such as hardback, paperback and Kindle.
Purchase works in this way just like other forms, including the basket process and confirmation process. The only difference is that the book appears in the audio library. If you already own a book for your Kindle, you can add an audio narrative. In Amazon.com go to Account &amp; Lists &gt; Content &amp; Devices &gt; Content. Select the three horizontal points icon to the left of
the book you own. If the book is also available on audio, select Add narrative under the book cover. When the purchase is complete, items appear in the library. From the Audible website, you can stream your books that start playing immediately. However, on mobile devices it is much better to download them. There are two sections of the Windows, iOS, and Android Libraries:
Cloud: A collection of all things you purchased in the pastLooec: Contains only items that you've downloaded locally Make sure you're connected to Wi-Fi when downloading books, unless you have a high-speed data pack, unlimited. Some books, depending on their length, can be 1 GB size and can have a big impact on your data cap. On all platforms, books that you haven't
downloaded appear with a download icon in the corner. To download them: Select the three horizontal points icon next to the book you want. Select Download. The book begins to pass. You can start listening during download, but don't disconnect from your broadband network yet. Wait for the progress spinner to indicate that the transfer has taken place. Do.
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